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ADULT SS BACKGROUND & PURPOSE

Underlying Assumptions/Goals in Adult SS for church as whole:

1. We must shift our focus from personal maturity and growth to building healthy 

churches.

2. We must focus on the roots, not merely the fruit.



IF we do NOTHING else together, the Collective People of God must:

I. Worship God Together. R o m a n s  1 5 :5 -6

II. Grow Individually and Corporately with a Growth that Comes from God. E p h .  4 : 15 -16

III. Protect/Defend the Name of God—His character and Eternal Purposes.  I I  T i m .  1 : 1 3 -

1 4

IV. Own the People in the Particular Expression of the Body of Christ where God 

has Placed you. I  C o r.  1 2 :1 8 ,  E p h .  4 :16

V. Spread the Glory of God H a b .  2 : 14 ,  I  P e t .  2 : 9

“SKELETON AND FLESH OF THE CHURCH” APPLIED PT. 9 
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▪ Choices – too many

▪ Do we have to understand all of what “they” want to communicate: what we learn, who 

God is 

▪ In attempt to make more acceptable, instead of adding, we detract from sufficiency of 

gospel

▪ We forgot the relevancy of the Word

▪ Even good attempts at relating minimize a life-giving Word

▪ Substance – not natural to analyze desires for eternal effect

▪ Almost seems insurmountable but recognize that early church had Jews, Greeks, Romans 

against & continued confidently according to God’s Word

▪ How much do we have to “add” before Christ becomes sufficient/desirable

▪ Why we can’t keep ourselves from the “attractiveness of the world,” but Jesus said “do not 

be conformed to this world”
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In Praise of the Boring Uncool Church - Comments:



▪ The “numbers” will be tested

▪ Numbers do matter

▪ What about the dying church – why figures lie, liars figure – must carefully analyze 

figures 

▪ Definitions 

▪ What is the proof of your faithfulness to Christ?

▪ How do you define faithfulness?

▪ Easy gains are not always the best gains

▪ Something/One bigger than person or activity holding attention 
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A Conflict of Visions:  Comparing Rick Warren’s SBC speech and Juan Sanchez’s 

Sermon  -Thoughts?



What did you hear?  What is the danger listed, and what creates the temptation to head this way?

▪ Be careful/slow to “remove the ancient landmarks” – you do this at the expense of 
true growth

▪ Not only initial boundaries changing, the daily maintenance required for healthy 
Christianity is absent

▪ Word sufficient, it’s boundaries right until great numbers changed spirit-given 
boundaries/definitions/life must continue regardless

▪ What you save them with is what you save them to… we cannot compromise the 
boundaries of the gospel or we will have a different gospel which is no gospel

▪ Driven by desire for life, change, something worth being a part of
▪ Easy to drift in direction of “feeling determine success”/ looking for easier path is 

natural- takes intention
▪ Must replace with treasure
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How Movements Can Undermine Churches and Hurt Their Own Cause (Jonathan Leeman)



What did you hear?  What is the danger listed, and what creates the temptation to head 

this way?

▪ Focused on what we think we need or what we want to do rather then seeking where 

we should fit in – what is a healthy church member

▪ Those movements has the tendency to focus on the emotion rather than getting their 

foundation from the Word of God

▪ Danger of denying the necessary pruning and following certain unhealthy aspects to 

flourish

▪ Temptation – seems that we can flourish more

▪ Easy/achievable 

▪ There is benefit/a necessity to work through the issues if fellowship with God
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How Movements Can Undermine Churches and Hurt Their Own Cause (Jonathan Leeman) CONT.



What did you hear in the second part of this article?  

▪ Healthy church fights against abnormal distortions or anemic Christianity 
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How Movements Can Undermine Churches and Hurt Their Own Cause (Jonathan Leeman)



A church is:

▪ A group of born-again, baptized Christians

▪ Who gather

▪ Weekly on the Lord’s day 

▪ In a regular, predictable location

▪ To preach the Bible

▪ And mutually affirm one another’s profession and discipleship in the Supper

▪ While baptizing still others

▪ Under the leadership of elders
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How Movements Can Undermine Churches and Hurt Their Own Cause (Jonathan Leeman) CONT.



What must change in our understanding of the purpose of the church (or be intentionally 

strengthened/lived) if the church would better address the individual and corporate capitulation 

to this danger?

▪ Mt. 16 - view of the Church would keep us from jettisoning it

▪ These words defining church facilitates/ give parameters to biblical discipleship

▪ What does my baptism mean today/right now?

▪ True purpose is to give God glory – then, if this is His means, must live inside these

▪ Properly defining healthy church determines where we look for mentors
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How Movements Can Undermine Churches and Hurt Their Own Cause (Jonathan Leeman)
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We have looked at public worship services, relationships, growth, culture, now finally,  

What would need to be lifted up/allowed if want to build healthy churches with strong 

roots in faithful service?
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Through the lens of these two goals, what were some of the changes hoped for by 

intentionally changing the goals during our Future Grace study leading to an 8 year 

study of that book? (longer studies over the years preceding)



Only conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that 
whether I come and see you or remain absent, I will hear of you that you are 
standing firm in one spirit, with one mind striving together for the faith of 
the gospel; 

Philippians 1:27 

Therefore if there is any encouragement in Christ, if there is any 

consolation of love, if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, if any affection 
and compassion, 2 make my joy complete by being of the same mind, 
maintaining the same love, united in spirit, intent on one purpose. 

Philippians 2:1–2

N e w  A m e r i c a n  S t a n d a r d  B i b l e  :  1 9 9 5  u p d a t e .  1 9 9 5 .  L a H a b ra ,  C A :  T h e  L o c k m a n F o u n d a t i o n .
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Adult SS Purpose Talk Pt. 56?? 

CBC Sunday School, August 21, 2022 
1. We must shift our focus from personal maturity and growth to building healthy churches.  2.  We Must Focus on the Roots, not merely the fruits  worked 

on taking this out for spin (first fruits, not roots, now roots focus) FIRST, must have a Goal—where church heading; if roots, NOT what we value, but what about 

God’s priorities? I.  Worship God Together Rom. 15:5-6 II.  Grow individually & corporately with a growth that comes from God Eph. 4:15-16 3.  Protect/ 

Defend the Name of God:  His character and eternal purposes II Tim. 1:13-14, verses telling what to do if people won’t stay in line w these doctrines 4.  Own the 

People in the Particular Expression of the Body of Christ where God has placed you. I Cor. 12:18, 25, Eph. 4  5.  Spread the Glory of God Hab. 2:14, I Pet. 2:9 

what does this look like practically? What would need to be lifted up/allowed if don’t want to neglect building healthy churches with strong roots in our corporate 

services?  relationships, growth relationship to culture—what does the culture value OR what do we value/society that governs HOW we 

seek to carry out our God-centered methods that speaks more of us/our kingdom/ words/goals than His?   If they happy, we happy; if they not doing it, I don’t have to; if 

trying, should get credit; if don’t understand, THEIR problem, not mine b/r God; then what would God’s roots cause us to look for w methods at church when it comes 

to culture? engaging but suspicious (how many new songs, drums—feelings, emotion, sermons where we are at OR 

where we need to go, dress, but also why seek to force relationships FROM God’s Word, not from “clicking”—

tend to “click” naturally) faithful service—perhaps first, what IS service? Or what do we usually think of as 

service in the church?  What does Numbers 4:1ff, 16-19, 22ff, 29ff., Romans 12, I Peter 4:7-11 do for guiding 

our service inside the church?  NOW, go back and answer original question about how to serve focusing on 

service w healthy roots that will produce godly fruit of service, not fruits alone  what needs to be done to carry 

out God’s intent for creation (YES, right relationship w Him, but leads to order, compassion, together, ON 

DISPLAY for glory of God—NOT merely task, look for where fit, but HOW fits toward God’s kingdom goals 

in people’s lives in front of world; (reading Quest for More, possibly next summer trip pp. 50-51, then repeat what 

said starting w “what needs to be done to carry out God’s intent)—I’m lightening someone else’s load so they can do what 

THEY good at and I struggle w—ie. I’ll watch their kid so they can talk w someone); looking for service that 

will help people move forward, continue on display for God’s glory; root work demands, mindset of officer 

(look outside of self, see whole picture NOT just your perspective), must examine what pieces we have in our 

own life that heads toward these goals; what pieces do we recognize in the lives of those around to head toward 

those goals; YOU not me, I am not YOU, so evaluate are they our goals, theirs, or God’s); character to look 

for these things and not merely results: patience, diligence, completeness (ie. Half emptied dishwasher, ONE 

sock on floor in front of dryer, under clothesline, left in living room); it is slow, messy, character rather than 

results, internal rather than external is what noticing (ie. Spiritual snow shoveler), ability to live in a world that 

is less than ideal (not just noticing what is wrong, able to live WHILE things not way should be while doing 

your part), then if truly an officer, must recognize not merely that something must be done, but that you are 

under authority—recognize where orders come from, means to accomplish those orders—from God, we serve 

HIM (should show in hunger to know/understand His Word, vibrant prayer life holding these things before 

Him; because WE are not the determiner of what needs to happen and we not to lean on own understanding, 

must distill what we know about each other/ourselves so that we can fulfill our part in His work (I Cor. 12, 

Rom. 12); you can’t have everyone be hand (that is what would happen if everyone’s though process like yours) 

so must see whole so that can stop trying to be what not/make others be that as well;  Through the lens of these 

two goals, what do you think led to a change of focus as we studied Future Grace which turned it into an 8 year 

study and what were some of the goals that I hoped to achieve?  (longer studies over the years preceding)Need a foundation to care 

about things I read in Piper’s book (didn’t get it, didn’t care to—either explain, or I don’t need it) found this in 

Forgiveness Book years ago, then Instruments, etc.), again, if don’t have shared roots, then must start from 

foundation—Remember, said that I slowly realized that while I don’t think way trained bad, other pieces weren’t in place that allowed for slow 

growth; seems impossible to get where God wants His children to go; MANY solutions proposed, but I believe they are often unbalanced—focusing 

on one area of the problem w/o getting to the root—while not ONE area will fix all (youth group, family devotions, mentoring, BIC, Sunday worship, 

worldchangers, etc.), ALL become opportunities to work on roots; (point 2: roots, not fruits) tried to think, not what do YOU 

want, but what will help US grow from foundation up (THEN focus shifts from not merely WHAT learn, but 

what purpose it serves in God’s foundations so resulting fruit is growing godliness that spreads glory of God; to 

do this, needed to create environment where what talking about/our discussion, though NOT where you are 

focused, would cause you to reach for it even through initial boredom, frustration, lack of understanding b/c saw 

that it might be part of producing the things you DID desire in a godly way; looking to build love for God and 

character essential for growth like list in II Peter 1, OR expose lack of it; ESSENTIAL b/c failure to have these 



roots exposed would keep from godly fruit of confession, repentance, growth, and worship; WE GREW through 

Future Grace, but not all of us as fast as could--growth is slow, all of us different, but lack of intentional focus 

on roots left us looking for immediate understanding/relevance OR struggled to pay attention/value 

study; easy to say, my brain works differently--give me clear teaching, reading, questions, deadlines, don’t go 

on forever--THOSE are character things--can do differently once in awhile (book we are coming to)—intro to 

Behold Our God, he will talk about “another 12 week study”--people have been doing these forever and NOT 

changing--goal is that you do this organically (I asked you each week to read the page/pages we were talking 

about--glance at the notes online, and come thinking about the stuff--a couple did it—along way, I saw growth 

as others joined recognizing that perhaps some of these “heady” seemingly minor nuances mattered—started 

entering the discussion, following/thinking/ probing—recognizing that there were MANY relevant avenues 

even if didn’t go down them all, know that they exist; so excited when people tried to read, asked questions, 

tried to find what Piper/me talking about; THIS leads to people learning to care about sourcing our life in Christ 

in way that brings His fruit regardless of what circumstances He chooses to place us in–officer mentality; 

THAT is ROOTS from Christ that WILL produce spiritual fruit; point 1—But then, these “Officers” are NOT 

independent of one another—Eph. 4, I Cor. 12, Rom. 12 speak of inter-contnectedness—proper working of each 

individual part causes the growth of the body for the building up of itself in love; growth in the church as whole 

shows by how we learn to handle Scripture AND sit under elders/overseers AND learn from/with one another 

(Eph. 4 body builds itself up in love); therefore, these “open forum SS” are NOT open forums, they are guided 

toward goals BUT because discipling, I am intentionally NOT doing all the finished work, If you are focused on 

being overwhelmed w heavier book like Future Grace or annoyed b/c you get it and keep staying on it, OR 

disagree, then you are focused on your personal holiness journey where focus on whether you get it or not, like 

it or not, growing or not, but other side, if about building a church (love neighbor, all for their upbuilding, bring 

glory to God by building strong churches, then if you get it or find something helpful; help others IN 

class/afterwards interact—discuss what get, what could do to get more/if disagree, start picking through why so 

you/body will grow; if not getting it, humble self and ask someone who is answering—be thankful if they get 

and not you b/c they part of you and will trickle to you eventually if people care about whole instead of just 

themselves; I/others can help some of you along w personalized questions to answer during the week, but don't 

demand whole church stop for your frustration, lack of understanding or need for what talking about OR the 

church as a whole will grow weaker; (not better/worse, WE ARE MEMBERS OF ONE ANOTHER); In order 

for this to happen w church, you have to be able to deal w people NOT like you; together w one voice Rom. 15 

can glorify God; need to figure out how to help others in here wrestle through the issues—ALL without 

requiring us ALL to agree on every piece all the way through (help head in main direction as wrestle w 

specifics) when struggle w THIS, would go to Head of Church and ask Jesus for help; THIS would be a healthy 

church—NOT perfect, but growing together w Christ as Head—this church (of which you can be/are members 

if saved is small part of universal church I Pet. 2, we like living stones are being built up together! How? Eph. 4 

according to proper working of each individual part causes the growth of the body for the building up of itself in 

love--we are looking to develop whole church—SS has become front lines for addressing these issues for me 

(sermons are given—preaching of Word central—need more from own undershepherds, not less), THEN SS 

first, pr. mtg. Bible study place to address these worldview issues--  these different goals are focus through lens 

of whatever study we are doing; must know these and work on these together or will be frustrated; I'm seeing 

changes from some of you that may explode the growth in a good way in future--doesn't mean that growing 

more, it means foundation laid, people of God coming alive and taking their place actively, individually, and 

then corporately to do the work of the kingdom as God designed it;  (WE ARE GETTING THIS—I’m VERY 

THANKFUL)     Without further ado, and noting these two assumptions of building church & roots/foundation, 

let’s start  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Philippians 1:27 Only conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that whether I come and see you or remain absent, I will hear of you that you are standing firm in one spirit, with one mind striving together for the faith of the gospel;  

Philippians 2:1–2 Therefore if there is any encouragement in Christ, if there is any consolation of love, if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, if any affection and compassion, 2 make my joy complete by being of the same mind, maintaining the same love, united in spirit, intent on one purpose.  

Ephesians 2:17–22 AND HE CAME AND PREACHED PEACE TO YOU WHO WERE FAR AWAY, AND PEACE TO THOSE WHO WERE NEAR; 18 for through Him we both have our access in one Spirit to the Father. 19 So then you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are fellow citizens with the saints, and are of God’s household, 20 having been built 

on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the corner stone, 21 in whom the whole building, being fitted together, is growing into a holy temple in the Lord, 22 in whom you also are being built together into a dwelling of God in the Spirit.  

 


